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NCB Cobra 47Y  //  pictured on June 16, 2018 in 
between  breeding seasons at Deeg Simmentals & Lewis Farms



 When the Bohrson Marketing team was deciding on a 
feature Simmental sire to base a sale around for the summer 
of 2018, Cobra rose to the top and rightfully so. In 2017 
they hosted an Angus sale named the Motive Event after Soo 
Line Motive 9016 that was spear headed by Justin Morrison 
and the BMS team which caused excitement throughout 
the entire industry as the first sale in Canada based around 
an individual bloodline. For 2018, they wanted to select a 
Canadian born Simmental sire that has assisted in elevating 
the popularity of the breed and select one that has increased 
profitability for all who have used him. Cobra checks off all 
the boxes for the most important traits and there are three 
major ones that rise to the top. He has a huge, high quality 
foot that is amongst the very best in the entire breed and is 
easily considered a foot improver as he consistently breeds 
on. His daughters have exceptionally strong udders and 
are very fertile with overall strong maternal genetics. The 
structural soundness that he passes onto his offspring is to 
be commended and he still displays it himself at 7 years of 
age after actively breeding two large groups of cows yearly 
at both Deeg Simmentals and Lewis Farms. The foot quality, 
maternal strength and structural soundness he passes along is 
remarkable plus all the other quality traits he offers with hair, 



style, length, depth and the list goes on 
and on. He was selected for his physical 
quality and strong genetics but his EPD’s 
have continued to sore as he is now in the 
top 50% for 12 of the 14 traits including 
top 1% for MCE, top 2% for CE & API and 
the top 3% for TI. For those reasons above 
and so many more is why it is exciting to 
present you the Cobra Event! 
 NCB Cobra 47Y was born on 
February 3, 2011 and was bred and raised 
by Neal & Shannon Brockhoff from Edberg, 
AB. His dam was Neal’s all-time favourite 
cow as she was a beautiful female that 
was a potent producer with her first calf 
in 2009 being a feature Dynamite Black 
grandson going to Ference Simmentals as 
one of his high sellers that year, followed 
by a daughter retained in herd born 
2010. In 2011, Cobra (originally named 
Viper Dream) was then born, followed by 
another son selling to Brian Romanowicz 
in 2012 and then finally a daughter in 2013 
who was obtained by Rancier Farms. That 
daughter turned around and produced 
a high selling heifer calf in the 50 for 
50 National Agribition Sale for $17,000 
in 2017. In 2014/15, the Brockhoff herd 
dispersed privately to Redrich & GB Farms 
but unfortunately the great dam of Cobra 

was lost prior after being cast on the bed-
pack. 
 As much as he could’ve made a 
great one, Cobra was never a show bull and 
didn’t enter the ring but he was originally 
discovered by Simmental enthusiasts as 
he came to town for the first time to be 
displayed at the Camrose Bull Congress in 
2012. Rancier Farms who were managing 
and feeding the Brockhoff bulls presented 
him and the talk of the barns were around 
Cobra at their stall. Dave Deeg was the first 
of the Deeg’s to view him and instantly 
loved him which then followed by trips to 
the farm from Roger and Jordan to view him 
and his dam. Prior to him selling at the 17th 
Annual Herd Master Bull Sale in Camrose, 
the Deeg family approached Scott Bohrson 
to partner up on him for his Canadian 
Sires company that was just formed a 
month prior. Come sale time, Deeg’s and 
Bohrson agreed to a $20,000 max but after 
active bidding and going over budget they 
ended up buying him at $21,250 with Lewis 
Farms and Barry Bieleny as the runner up. 
Moments after the conclusion of the sale, 
Scott received a phone call from his good 
friend, the late Kyle Reay who was watching 
online and wanted to buy the eastern 
Canadian semen rights on Cobra and after
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a few minutes of discussion, a deal was done for him to come 
in as a semen interest owner. Lewis Farms then approached 
the following day and purchased the summer walking rights to 
become the forth and final investor in Cobra with ownership 
that included Deeg Simmentals, Lewis Farms, Reay’s Unlimited 
and Canadian Sires. 
 Cobra was in fact the very first bull that Canadian Sires 
purchased and semen was sold exclusively that spring to many 
progressive breeders throughout Canada. After 6 years of semen 
sales, he is the only bull they have ever had that has increased 
in semen sales year after year, which is virtually unheard of with 
semen sales. His progeny’s success is obviously the sole reason of 
that as he continues to crank out high sellers and show champions. 
There are too many progeny to list but Cobra’s reputation 
not only spread throughout Canada but internationally. His 
USA interest was outstanding with multiple orders pending 
semen collection and the Australian rights spoken for by Tom
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Baker but unfortunately he carried a titre that would restrict 
him for collection to those countries. Embryo and progeny 
sales to both USA and AUS have been in high demand as his 
track record speaks for itself. 
 Cobra has evolved into a leading sire that has continued 
to gain popularity the more he is used within the industry. 
As one can see from his years of development in this pictures 
provided on this page, he has always been an impressive 
individual no matter the time of the year. NCB Cobra 47Y’s 
easy doing ability is remarkable as he has the ability to put on 
weight and body condition throughout breeding season, no 
matter his age. He continues to impress as he does so much 
right and that will be noticeable when all his influence are on 
display prior to sale time on August 10. This special Simmental 
event will only be held every 4 years at the Bohrson’s and 
this invitation is extended for you to attend and enjoy the 
Simmental festivities throughout the entire weekend. 



1
NGDB Louise 411B

Consigned by: Hoegl Livestock Ltd // Murry Hoegl & family // Lloydminster, SK // 306.821.1205

411B is a special lot and feature homo polled and homo black donor to sell in the prime of her life! She is the 
front end pasture cow with worlds of potential exhibiting excellent phenotype, maternal stacked pedigree and 
impressive EPD’s with 11 of the 13 traits being in the top 50% of the breed. Her production record speaks vol-
umes for a young female with her first calf being no other than the popular NGDB Structure who was purchased 
by Rancier, Windy Hills, LaBatte and Canadian Sires. She then had a daughter retained in herd in 2017 and now 
is raising an exciting bull calf that will sell through the 2019 Robb/Hoegl Bull Sale. Look to 411B to improve 
foot quality, udder attachment and overall eye appeal and adding value to the most progressive of programs. 
Imagine the value of owning the dam of Structure whose popularity is growing throughout the entire world … 
opportunities like this don’t come by often and only during a special event like this!
AI bred to NCB Cobra 47Y :: Due on January 8, 2019

Sire - Drake Poker Face 2X

Grandam - LFE BS Brockalee 90X
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Homo Polled & Homo Black  ::  PB 1131005  ::  NGDB 411B  ::  Jan 8/14  ::  bw-100  ::  ww-760________________________
Sire - Drake Poker Face 2X (JS Sure Bet 4T) Dam - NGDB 204Z (OLF Odin U5)________________________
CE 13.8   BW 1.8   WW64.1    YW 98.9   Milk 26.1   MCE 12.1   MWW 58.2    STAY 13.6  API 125.11   TI 67.34



page 11Consigned by: Rancier Farms, Windy Hill Livestock, LaBatte Simmentals & Canadian Sires

1A-E
NGDB Structure 34D

Structure 34D is everything one seeks to advance a breeding program with unsurpassed quality in the lines of combining 
attractive phenotype, awesome pedigree and EPD’s unlike any other. He replicates his sire with an impressively big, large 
foot and moves so freely in his sound structure with length, smoothness, muscle, balance and presence through his front 
end. His pedigree is backed by beautiful udder females with strong maternal traits and proven production records that 
shows us his potential legacy will breed true for many generations. With the cherry on top being breed leading EPD’s that 
put him in the top 50% for 12 of the 13 traits including top 4% for CE, MCE, API & TI yet still being in top 25% of WW 
and YW. Bulls like Structure 34D don’t come by every day and semen on him has never been sold before. The exclusivity 
of these genetics holds value and the impact he can have on program for generations is invaluable. 
Lot 1A - 10 doses of NGDB Structure 34D  Lot 1D - 10 doses of NGDB Structure 34D
Lot 1B - 10 doses of NGDB Structure 34D  Lot 1E - 10 doses of NGDB Structure 34D
Lot 1C - 10 doses of NGDB Structure 34D       ***no other semen offered in Canada until 2020

Daughter - Sells as Lot 27

Homo Polled  ::  PB 1185876  ::  NGDB 34D  ::  Jan 23/16  ::  bw-94  ::  ww-870________________________
Sire - NCB Cobra 47Y (LFE Viper 455U) Dam - NGDB Louise 411B (Drake Poker Face 2X)________________________
CE 14.2   BW 2.6   WW74.5    YW 109.7   Milk 25.1   MCE 13.6   MWW 62.4    STAY 13.6  API 130.8   TI 73.74



2
LFE BS Mary 113B

Consigned by: Lewis Farms // Spruce Grove, AB // 780.962.5050

to the potent breeding potential she has. 113B is beautifully constructed from top to bottom and is sound footed, angular fronted 
and just enough power with a calving ease pedigree. Her service to Beast Mode only strengthens the huge future this cow has 
in front of her, only because of the uniqueness of this event is why the Lewis family would ever part with a cow of this calibre!
AI bred to LFE Beast Mode 305D :: Due on December 29, 2018

Homo Polled & Hetero Black  ::  PB 1118572  ::  LFE 113B  ::  Jan 18/14  ::  bw-73  ::  ww-580________________________
Sire - NCB Cobra 47Y (LFE Viper 455U) Dam - LFE BS Mary 172Z (LFE Punk 407U)________________________
CE 16.6   BW 0.4   WW 53.1    YW 76.2   Milk 25.8   MCE 14.7   MWW 52.4    STAY 11.2   API 124.13   TI 63.75

 Grand Dam - LFE BS Mary 25U

Maternal Sib - LFE BS Mary 6C
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Service Sire - Beast Mode

A feature Cobra daughter from the heart of the herd of one of Canada’s largest purebred seedstock 
producers! 113B comes from the small but maternally stacked Mary cow family that continues 
to produce. Her granddam produced one of the high selling females in our 2014 Female sale to 
WLB and 113B’s maternal sister is in the deep LFE donor line up. The popular Semex bull, WLB 
Bounty Hunter 365C granddam is LFE BS Mary 25U who is also the granddam of 113B … this 
is a highly proven cow family! 113B herself has an impressive production record as her first calf is 
now a Knight 2 yr old female who is at the top of her age group. Her second calf was a McDavid 
son that sold for $10,500 to C and G Ranch. Her third calf sells at side and is a true testament 



page 13Consigned by: Lewis Farms // Spruce Grove, AB // 780.962.5050

2A
LFE BS Mary 22F

The who’s who of the Lewis program with stacking pedigrees on top of each other with Mary, Katarina, Violet, 
and a double shot of the Charo’s! Riddler’s first crop of daughters are now calved out they are making super 
young cows that are milky, tanky and just the right kind of females to last a life time. Mary 22F displays the same 
qualities as the other Riddlers as she displays depth of rib and shape that is hard to find at 6 months old. With a 
phenomenal pedigree, impressive phenotype and EPD’s that land her in the top 50% of the breed for 11 of the 
13 traits, we feel this heifer has unlimited potential. Mary 22F is at the top of the 2018 LFE heifer calf class and 
we can’t wait to see the fun ride she’s going to take her new people on!
 *Check out the 10% discount for all Juniors - details on page 41

Homo Polled  ::  PB 1239799  ::  LFE 22F  ::  Jan 3/18  ::  bw-87 ________________________
Sire - LFE The Riddler 323B (LFE Gotham 819Y) Dam - LFE BS Mary 113B (NCB Cobra 47Y)________________________
CE 12.5   BW 1.9   WW 72.8    YW 107.5   Milk 23.3   MCE 13.8   MWW 59.7    STAY 10.6   API 118.50   TI 70.99

Sire - LFE The Riddler 323B



3
RCR Flirty Magilcuty 7D

Consigned by: Rocky Coulee Ranch // Danny Hansen // Airdire, AB // 404.816.4747

We are loaded for bear with outstanding donors for this event and here is a true feature with a full sister to 
Rancier Farms Agribition and FarmFair Supreme Champion, the great RF Certainly Flirtin 202Z. She not only 
was a decorated Supreme Champion but more importantly has gone on and produced in excess to $500,000 
in sales in her short production career. The influence that 202Z has had on this breed is remarkable and Flirty 
Magiculty has the same qualities with a perfect udder, sound foot and maternal traits galore. Her heifer calf at 
side by Remitall Developer 84D will be retained by Rocky Coulee to build around this outstanding cow family. 
Genetics like these aren’t on offer often and we feel that the fortunate purchaser will have many years of pro-
duction value ahead … once in a lifetime opportunity.  
AI bred to NCB Cobra 47Y :: Due on January 28, 2019

Dam - RF Flirtin For Certain 37U

Full Sib - RF Certainly Flirtin 202Z
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Polled  ::  PB 1202505  ::  RCR 7D  ::  Jan 30/16  ::  bw-70________________________
Sire - Wheatland Stout 930W (680S) Dam - RF Flirtin For Certin 37U (LFE Street Legal 510S)________________________
CE 7.5   BW 1.4   WW45.5    YW 68.9   Milk 29.9   MCE 6.4   MWW 52.6    STAY 6.6  API 93.3   TI 54.61



page 15Consigned by: Mader Ranches, Rust Mountain View Ranch & Canadian Donors

4A
LFE BS Shiela 82A

The influence that Shiela 82A has had on the breed is impressive and her glory years are still coming ahead of 
her and she continues to raise sale features. She is an Agribition and FarmFair Grand Champion Female that has 
evolved into one of the most phenotypically beautiful Simmental females that has a great production record. 
Her first calf than went on to be a feature in the CWA sale, selling for $15,000 to Maxwell Land and Livestock. 
This spring, her sons topped the Mader Bull Sale with a daughter being a high seller in the Rust Mountain Fe-
male Sale. She has a tremendous skeletal structure, is very sound on her feet and legs, nice fronted and has that 
softness that we all breed towards. Sheila 82A is one of the breeds greats and when mating with another great 
one in Cobra 47Y … we feel the marketability is filled with out of this world opportunities. 
Lot 4A - 3 or 5 embryos by NCB Cobra 47Y x LFE BS Shiela 82A 
	 (flush	to	be	done	mid-August	-	exportable	to	USA	&	AUS)

Homo Polled & Homo Black  ::  PB 798655  ::  LFE 82A  ::  Jan 11/13  ::  bw-91  ::  ww-876________________________
Sire - LFE The Dark Night 350U (Blackedge) Dam - LFE BS Sheila 136T (LFE Mr Lewis 462P)________________________
CE 9.3   BW 3.8   WW 77.3    YW 113.6   Milk 19.3   MCE 14.2   MWW 58.0    STAY 7.6   API 102.40   TI 68.38

82A - FarmFair Grand Champion

82A - Agribition Grand Champion



4B
Mader Sheila 48E

Consigned by: Mader Ranches // The Mader Family // Carstairs, AB // 403.807.8140

This female was destined for the Mader replacement pen, however they wanted to consign their best for a sale 
of this caliber. Not often does one get the opportunity to acquire a daughter of the known $25,000 LFE Sheila 
82A donor female and crossed with the powerful LFE Commissioner. The Sheila daughters are quickly becoming 
favourites in the industry with their easy fleshing ability, beautiful udder attachments and very sound structures. 
This is the first daughter out of Sheila that Mader Ranches have offered for sale, as they have been hoarding the rest 
for production in their own herd. The Commissioner bull has been a great producer and his daughters have been 
highly productive with strong udders. Her early service to Cobra will result in a very unique phenotype with the 
combination of Cobras style and presence with Shiela 82A’s power. What an opportunity as Mader’s share one of 
the most correct, angular and honest heifers to come out of our herd this year - a true donor in the making. 
AI bred to NCB Cobra 47Y :: Due on January 17, 2019

Dam - LFE BS Sheila 82A

Sire - LFE Commissioner 811Z
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Homo Polled & Homo Black  ::  PB 1205675  ::  MDR 48E  ::  Jan 13/17  ::  bw-81  ::  ww-735________________________
Sire - LFE Commissioner 811Z (Full Throttle) Dam - LFE BS Sheila 82A(The Dark Night)________________________
CE 9.1   BW 3.7   WW65.1    YW 103.3   Milk 21.1   MCE 11.1   MWW 53.7    STAY 7.2  API 98.44   TI 61.88



page 17Consigned by: Black Gold Simmentals // The Noble Family // Lloydminster, SK // 306.825.9465

4C
Black Gold Ms Sheila 113E

A Riddler x Shiela 82A female that is a donor in the making with her pedigree, pheno-
type and complete EPD’s that land her in the top 3% for WW, YW, MCE and top 4% 
for TI. This big bodied, easy doing female is very maternal in the sweep to her lower 
rib, setting down a beautiful udder in a very flexible skeleton structure. When analyz-
ing her we can view the ideal cornerstone female she will evolve into as her pedigree 
backing her can’t be wrote any better. Of course her donor dam is the famed Shiela 
82A that is a many time champion and the Riddler females have been very popular in 
their early production. 
AI bred to NCB Cobra 47Y :: Due on January 14, 2019

Dam - LFE BS Sheila 82A

Full Sib - Black Gold Riddler 127E

Homo Polled & Homo Black  ::  PB 1209857  ::  CLNO 113E  ::  Feb 15/17  ::  bw-84________________________
Sire - LFE The Riddler 323B (Gotham) Dam - LFE BS Sheila 82A (The Dark Night)________________________
CE 8.8   BW 3.6   WW84.9    YW 126.2   Milk 20   MCE 13.5   MWW 62.5    STAY 8.8  API 107.34   TI 73.09

Full Sib - Black Gold Riddle 148E



5
CD Joy’s Elegance 6107

Consigned by: Canadian Donors // Scott & Rebecca Bohrson // Olds, AB // 403.370.3030

Offering 1/2 interest and full possession
A true feature that is as complete of a package as we can design. A full sister to the dominant RF Joy’s Ele-
gance 747E that was the most winning heifer calf in the fall of 2017 which included National Champion Sr 
Heifer Calf at the 50th Anniversary Show at CWA along with Grand Champion Female at the Legends of 
the Fall at FarmFair International. Her dam is flat out beautiful and still one of our very favourite Simmen-
tal breeding pieces with her potent breeding ability with a twist a pedigree to boot. As her dam increases 
in age, we feel that Joy’s Elegance 6107 can fill her shoes and we look forward to working with the new 
owners during her exciting future. This extra-age bred heifer was intentionally left open to breed for this 
special event and caught in her first service and her future is very bright. 
AI bred to NCB Cobra 47Y :: Due on January 19, 2019

Dam - Joy’s Elegance

Full Sister - Joy’s Elegance 747E
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Polled  ::  PB 1241557  ::  BOHR 6107D  ::  May 21/16  ::  bw-95________________________
Sire - SVS Captain Morgan 11Z (Wallbaner) Dam - AJE/JF ANT Joys Elegance (3C Macho)________________________
CE 6.2   BW 3.1   WW70.1    YW 104.3   Milk 29   MCE 13.3   MWW 64    STAY 10  API 98.32   TI 63.97



page 19Consigned by: Rancier Farms // Garth, Angela, Kade & Abby Rancier // Killam, AB // 780.385.2425

5A
RF Joy’s Elegance 747E

Rancier Farms are proud to offer genetics from one of their most sought after females ever, RF Joy’s Elegance 
747E. She had a dominant showing last fall as the 2017 Farmfair Legends of the Fall Champion heifer and CWA 
National Simmental Show Champion Senior Heifer calf along with Kade exhibiting her in 4-H this spring as 
Flagstaff 4H district Supreme Champion Female. She comes by her winning ways honestly as her dam was the 
Denver NWSS JR Show Grand Champion Female that originally produced a $40,000 daughter for Griswold 
Cattle Co. RF Joy’s Elegance 747E was mated with Structure to produce these embryos on offer and this is the 
best of the best for genetics moving forward with progression. Garth and Ang were approached on countless 
occasions to sell a part of this female since last fall and they have kept her to elevate their program and are of-
fering the next best thing with these exceptional embryos from 2 of the breeds best. 
Lot	5A	-	5	IVF	embryos	by	NGDB	Structure	34D	x	RF	Joy’s	Elegance	747E	(stored	at	DRI)

Homo Black ::  Polled  ::  PB 120788  ::  GNR 747E  ::  Jan 12/17  ::  bw-101  ::  ww-732   ::  yw-1000________________________
Sire - SVS Captain Morgan 11Z (Wallbaner) Dam - AJE/JF ANT Joys Elegance (3C Macho)________________________
CE 6.1   BW 3.1   WW 70.0    YW 104.2   Milk 29.0   MCE 13.3   MWW 64.0    STAY 10.1   API 98.25   TI 63.93

Structure - Sire of embryos

2017 CWA Champion Senior Heifer Calf

Legends of the Fall Champion



5B-D
AJE/JF Ant Joys Elegance

AJE/JF Joys Elegance is one dominant producing donor female that just doesn’t miss! Most recently, she pro-
duced the great 747E daughter that was so dominant in the fall of 2017. With limited embryo production avail-
able out of this breed enhancing donor, a great opportunity lies ahead with these 2 embryo lots and exciting 
pregnant recip. The Cobra and Structure matings with Joys Elegance are sure to increase profitability in any 
program as they are very sought after genetics. Invest today to reap the rewards for tomorrow!

Lot	5B	-	5	IVF	embryos	by	NGDB	Structure	34D	x	AJE/JF	Ant	Joys	Elegance	(stored	at	DRI)
Lot 5C - 3 IVF embryos by NCB Cobra 47Y x AJE/JF Ant Joys Elegance	(stored	at	DRI)
Lot 5D - Pregnant Recip - Due February 11, 2019 - NGDB Structure 34D x AJE/JF Ant Joys Elegance   
 ***Recip is a 7 yr angus cross commercial cow from Muirhead Cattle Co

Polled  ::  PB 782167  ::  GNR 722T  ::  April 2/07  ________________________
Sire - 3C Macho M450 BZ (Meyer 734) Dam - BHS JF Antoinettes Joy (HC Power Drive 88H)________________________
CE 5.2   BW 1.8   WW 62.0    YW 86.0   Milk 31.6   MCE 12.1   MWW 62.6    STAY 13.9   API 114.30   TI 65.74

Daughter - 747E

$40,000 daughter from Griswold

page 20 Consigned by:  Rancier Farms // Muirhead Cattle Co. // Canadian Donors
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6
WHL Countess 1764E

From the top of their progressive program, Windy Hill has offered the very best from their highly respected 
herd. Merchant does it again as he is paving the way in the Simmental industry as consistently raising highly 
productive offspring with exceptional sons and daughters. The daughters in production are beautiful udder and 
he is showing to be an udder improver with great feet and structural soundness. When mating Merchant with 
one of the most potent breeding maternal Angus sires of all time SAV Bismarck 5682, you are destined to have a 
great one. Bismarck is also an udder improver and the production value of his daughters is among the very best 
of all time. WHL Countess 1764E is what the beef industry is all about with her easy doing approach with extra 
maternal traits that will lead into being a great production female for many years. True sale feature for 2018!
AI bred to NCB Cobra 47Y :: Due on January 11, 2019

 Sire - Merchant

Grandsire - Bismarck

Consigned by: Windy Hill Livestock// Mike & Shannon McDonald // Moose Jaw, SK // 306.631.4103

Homo Polled Hetero Black :: 50% SimAngus 1240983 ::  WHL 1764E :: Jan 31/17 :: bw-74 :: ww-930 :: yw-1350________________________
Sire - RF Merchant 481B (Broker) Dam - Thunder Creek Countess 21Y (S A V Bismarck 5682)________________________
CE 8.2   BW -0.7   WW60.1    YW 92.8   Milk 20.2   MCE 8.1   MWW 50.3    STAY 9.8  API 107.37   TI 63.17



7A
WHL Allie 1751E

Consigned by: Windy Hill Livestock// Mike & Shannon McDonald // Moose Jaw, SK // 306.631.4103

WHL Allie 1751E is a beautiful bred that will mature into an outstanding cornerstone female that you would 
want an entire herd of. Allie is square hipped, straight in her lines, smooth shouldered, feminine fronted with 
extra presence and eye appeal that is wrapped into a hard to fault package. Combining 2 of each respected 
breeds very best individuals, we have the popular Bank Note on the top side and the beautiful Allie donor on 
the bottom that was bought from Griswold for $20,000. The Bank Note genetics are highly sought after as his 
semen is in limited supply. The daughters in production are beautiful udder and making awesome young produc-
tion females. Allie combines it all and has a balanced set of EPD’s that land her in the top 3% for YW, top 10% 
for WW,  top 2% for marb, top 15% for API and top 2% for TI. We think that Allie has the ability to become an 
important breeding piece for the progressive program that acquires her on August 10. 
AI bred to NCB Cobra 47Y :: Due on January 11, 2019

Maternal sib to sire - Rose 1019

Grandam - Rose 918
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Homo Polled Homo Black  ::  50% SimAngus 1240986  ::  WHL 1751E  ::  Jan 23/17  ::  bw-93  ::  ww-825  ::  yw-1175________________________
Sire - Brooking Bank Note 4040 (Earnan 076E) Dam - Allie (Ruby NFF Excalibur 002X)________________________
CE 6.7   BW 2.6   WW80.9    YW 126.2   Milk 11.9   MCE -0.2   MWW 52.3    STAY 12.2  API 117.54   TI 72.63



page 23Consigned by: Windy Hill Livestock// Mike & Shannon McDonald // Moose Jaw, SK // 306.631.4103

7B
WHL Brooke 1703E

Windy Hill does it again by offering this feature female who is indeed a maternal sister to last years high seller 
for $36,000 in the Motive Event to Miller Show Cattle and Southpaw Cattle Co. That exceptional heifer went 
on to not only top the sale but to claim Grand Champion SimAngus Female at FarmFair and is in embryo 
production for the two respected programs that acquired her. Now WHL Brooke 1703E has big shoes to fill 
to follow her sisters footsteps but we feel she possesses much the same qualities in a hard to fault package. 
Physically, 1703E is near impossible to fault and these are the kind that are hind to make let alone persuading 
the breeder to sell them. Her EPD’s find her in the top 1% for YW, top 2% for CW and top 3% for WW, TI, 
MRB. The McDonald family always offers their best and this is one of the very best ever  to be offered from 
their program!
AI bred to NCB Cobra 47Y :: Due on January 11, 2019

Maternal Sibling - WHL Brooke 1629D

Homo Polled Homo Black  ::  50% SimAngus 1240984  ::  WHL 1703E  ::  Jan 3/17  ::  bw-78  ::  ww-850  ::  yw-1230________________________
Sire - Brooking Bank Note 4040 (Earnan 076E) Dam - JR Brooke (Mr Hoc Broker)________________________
CE 4.8   BW 2.6   WW85.3    YW 138.3   Milk 19.9   MCE 0.8   MWW 62.5    STAY 8.9  API 108.6   TI 74.72

Sire - Brooking Bank Note 4040



8
Rust Ms First Class 703E

Consigned by: Rust Mountain View Ranch // Josh & Trista Rust // Mercer, ND // 701.447.2479

How often does one get a chance to buy a champion from the world renowned Denver National Western Stock 
Show? Only events like the Cobra Event bring in the very best and what an opportunity to purchase this excep-
tional donor in the making that was a part of the NWSS Grand Champion Pen of 3 SimAngus Females for the 
Rust family. Motive does no wrong as he continues to sire many of the best production females in the industry 
that have exceptional udder quality. On the bottom side is the First Class cow family that has been so influential 
in the Rust program. Rust Miss First Class 703E is not only a past champion female but a front pasture female 
in the making that has world’s of potential with a beautiful design. The early service to Cobra will compliment 
this awesome female and be a valuable token for the successful purchaser. She is parentage verified and has ge-
netically enhanced EPD’s allowing her to enter donor status for the new owner. 
AI bred to NCB Cobra 47Y :: Due on January 26, 2019

NWSS Grand Champion Pen of 3 SimAngus
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Homo Polled & Homo Black  ::  1/2 SimAngus 1241797  ::  RUST 703E  ::  Feb 15/17  ::  bw-90 ::  ww-660________________________
Sire - Soo Line Motive 9016 (HF Kodiak 5R) Dam - Keystone First Class 1Y (OLF Odin U5)________________________
CE 16.1   BW -0.9   WW57.7    YW 91.4   Milk 26   MCE 8.2   MWW 54.8    STAY 8  API  126  TI 66 



page 25Consigned by: Rust Mountain View Ranch // Josh & Trista Rust // Mercer, ND // 701.447.2479

9
Rust Miss W31 714E

In February prior to their bull sale, the Rust family opened up their replacement heifer 
pen and said to choose the very best for this special event. This full sister to Break-
through rose to the top handily as she has the broodiness, dimension along with a 
maternal look to become a top producer. Her dam, W31 is an awesome footed, great 
udder donor that has been very productive as she always produces high selling proge-
ny. Her sire, the powerful Harvestor needs no introduction as he pushes the limit on 

Full sib - Breakthrough

Dam - TNT Miss W31

Homo Polled  ::  SimAngus 1241799  ::  RUST 714E  ::  Feb 26/17  ::  bw-116(et)  ::  ww-668 ________________________
Sire - S A V Harvestor 0338 (S A V Heritage 6295) Dam - TNT Miss  W31(TNT Knock Out R206)________________________
CE 5.6   BW 3.8   WW78.6    YW 131.1   Milk 19.7   MCE 3.6   MWW 59    STAY 11.1  API  130.4   TI 68.8 

Service Sire - Swayze

performance and marketability with highly sought after progeny. Unfortunately, 714E didn’t stick to her Cobra 
service but the mating to Swayze will be exciting as he is one of the up and coming exciting bulls in the industry. 
She is parentage verified and has genetically enhanced EPD’s allowing her to enter donor status for the new owner. 
AI to NCB Cobra 47Y on May 2 & bred to Swayze 7083 on May 23 Due on March 3, 2019 to R Plus Swayze 7083



10
Sun Rise Black 10E

Consigned by: Sun Rise Simmentals // Evan & Linda Cuss // Spy Hill, SK // 306.534.4700

Lining many of the industry great ones in this standout females pedigree with the likes of Bank Note, 
Captain Morgan and 56U! The maternal power that is represented here takes the very best from the 
Simmental and Angus business and wraps it into a fault free female. 10E is from the very select Sun 
Rise program that is diligent in sourcing the best genetics that are backed by maternal strength and 
will go out and perform for their customers. When analyzing this female phenotypically it is hard to 
find any wrong in her as she has no holes and is extremely complete throughout. A high quality teat 
placement, ample muscle shape, internal dimension and a feminine front end with an attractive head 
bring it all together. This is one that will flat out work down the road for many years to come for the 
successful purchaser. 
AI bred to NCB Cobra 47Y :: Due on January 26, 2019

Polled  ::  50% SimAngus 1193466  ::  JTC 10E  ::  Jan 14/17  ::  bw-87  ::  ww-770________________________
Sire - Brooking Bank Note 4040 (Earnan) Dam - Sun Rise Morgan 8C (Captain Morgan)________________________
CE 7.8   BW 2.6   WW 89.8    YW 144.5   Milk 19.0   MCE 6.6   MWW 63.9    STAY 9.1   API 114.82   TI 78.03

Sire - Brooking Bank Note 4040

Great Grandsire - 56U
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page 27Consigned by: Erixon Simmentals // Dave, Krista, Griffin & Holden Erixon // Clavet, SK // 306.270.2893

11
Erixon Lady 134E

The Erixon family is always willing to offer up one of their very best and they have 
outdone themselves with these feature female. The Grand Fortune genetics are highly 
sought after as his semen is in very short supply and his ability to generate strong 
maternal daughters such as 134E has been impressive. Erixon’s have had great success 
marketing the Grand Fortune females and when one combines him with the likes of 
Dealer, it is a home run. Dealer genetics are sought after as the females have exceed-
ed all expectations as they’re tanky with top end udders and most importantly raise 
high-quality progeny. 134E is an exceptional individual that puts it all together with 
strong performance data and a pedigree to invest with confidence.                                                     
AI bred to NCB Cobra 47Y :: Due on January 3, 2019

Dam - Erixon Lady 48C

Udder of Erixon Lady 48C

Homo Polled  ::  PB 1198888  ::  BOBE 134E  ::  Jan 27/17  ::  bw-87  ::  ww-669  ::  yw-999________________________
Sire - TNGL Grand Fortune Z467 (Grandmaster) Dam - Erixon Lady 48C (Erixon Dealer 63Z)________________________
CE 5.8   BW 4.3   WW76.4    YW 111.5   Milk 20.5   MCE 5.1   MWW 58.7    STAY 14.4  API 115.84   TI 69.34

Maternal Grand Sire - Erixon Dealer 63Z



12
Deeg Ms Mandy 26E

Consigned by: Deeg Simmentals // Roger, Dave, Jordan Deeg & family // Strathmore, AB // 403.999.4191

It isn’t easy to get the Deeg crew to sell their Captain Black daughters, let alone two but they’ve been a part of 
Cobra from day 1 and they’re offering the heart of their program. They know the awesome cross that Captain 
Black and Cobra make so it wasn’t a surprise we ended up with these feature females. Mandy 26E’s dam, was 
selected out of the Camrose Country Classic as a top selling bred heifer and her first calf was a standout bull calf 
they lost to bloat unfortunately. Her second calf is Lot 12 here and she has another rip of a calf aside once again. 
This productive damcow ranks in the top 5% for API and has an excellent phenotype with a big square hoof and 
tons of rib shape with an abundance of depth. Mandy 26E herself has awesome numbers ranking in the top 50% 
for 11 of the 13 EPD traits. She puts it all together from the physical to a prolific and proven cow family with 
great numbers, here is one to watch closely. 
AI bred to NCB Cobra 47Y :: Due on January 19, 2019

Sire - Captain Black
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Polled  ::  PB 1222823  ::  RDD 26E  ::  Jan 6/17  ::  bw-90  ::  ww-850  ::  yw-1145________________________
Sire - RF Captain Black 430B (Captain Morgan) Dam - Skors Mandy 402A (Movin Forward)________________________
CE 5.7   BW 3.1   WW80.4    YW 130.1   Milk 24.1   MCE 11.8   MWW 64.2    STAY 11.7  API 116.93   TI 74.45



page 29Consigned by: Deeg Simmentals // Roger, Dave, Jordan Deeg & family // Strathmore, AB // 403.999.4191

14
Deeg Ms Cairo 87E

Captain Black makes awesome females with outstanding udders with great production records in their 
early years. Combine the likes of Captain Black (whose semen is entirely gone) with a prolific dam in the 
73Y female, you have a highlight bred on offer here. One way to build a program is to select around high 
production, excellent fertility, strong maternal genetics like 73Y as she has had all 6 calves in the first 
cycle of their breeding program and all within 5 days of each other on each calendar year. 3 previous sons 
were sired by Cobra and sold to progressive local commercial operations Mountainview Colony, Hillview 
Colony and Daryl Farms. She has a solid hoof and udder structure and once again a very promising bull 
calf on her again this year. Awesome EPD’s once again in this female as she is a complete package bred that 
will go out and work. 
AI bred to NCB Cobra 47Y :: Due on January 19, 2019

Service Sire - Cobra

Polled  :: PB 1223068  ::  RDD 87E ::  Jan 19/17  ::  bw-94 ::  ww-845   ::  yw-1175________________________
Sire - RF Captain Black 430B (Captain Morgan) Dam - Deeg Ms 73Y (Mr Five 132T)________________________
CE 4.8   BW 4.9   WW75.6    YW 114.3   Milk 26.6   MCE 11.5   MWW 64.4    STAY 10.7  API 106.3   TI 68.74



15
WF Dream 1E

Consigned by: Wallgren Farms // Dean & Brant Wallgren // Edgerton, AB // 639.840.0126

This is the first female ever offered from the Wallgren family as they continually advance their program by 
adding the very best genetics available. When one is seeking easy-doing, moderate, extremely quiet cattle 
that are loaded with power, you will have Dream 1E on your list. The softness, broodiness and overall abil-
ity to transmit forage to body condition is impressive to say the least. Dream’s sire, the $165,000 Riddler 
has been a popular bull in the industry and Dream herself possesses many of the consistent traits that Rid-
dler is able to pass on. Her dam, Already Taken 6C was bought at the SimPower as a high selling lot from 
Mader Ranches and stems back to a good udder cow family. We feel Dream has all the attributes to raise 
some powerful sons that tops sales for years to come. 
AI bred to NCB Cobra 47Y :: Due on January 2, 2019

Sire - LFE The Riddler 323B

2017 Farmfair
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Homo Polled  ::  PB 1213249  ::  WF 1E ::  Jan 11/17  ::  bw-82________________________
Sire - LFE The Riddler 323B (Gotham) Dam - Mader Already Taken 6C (Tippin Point 200A)________________________
CE 6.1   BW 3.1   WW75.8    YW 112.9   Milk 22.1   MCE 9.6   MWW 59.9    STAY 10.5  API 104.35   TI 67.95



page 31Consigned by: WLB Livestock // Bill & Nancy Biglieni // Douglas, MB // 204.763.4697 // 204.729.7925

16
WLB 260B Sheila 441E

The ground pounder of the offering is this high performance bred from the reputable WLB Livestock program. 
Her dam was their pick and the high selling female from the Stoughton Farms Dispersal. Her maternal brother, 
sired by Cobra (pictured), was Stoughton’s high selling bull calf, also going to WLB Livestock. The cow family 
represented has all kinds of earning potential and have proven to do so each year. Her sire, Supremacy now 
resides at Crossroad Farms and is a high performance individual that is a very consistent breeder. The way Shiela 
441E looks is also the way she reads on paper as she is in the top 1% for performance in the breed for WW & 
YW. She is extraordinarily deep with a pronounced broodiness and a strong cow in the making!
AI to NCB Cobra 47Y on May 17 & bred to R Plus Swayze 7083 on June 5
Due on March 16, 2019 to R Plus Swayze 7083

Service Sire - Swayze

Maternal Sib - SFM Stoughton18D

Polled  ::  PB 1201395  ::  WLB 441E ::  Feb 15/17  ::  bw-109 ::  ww-722   ::  yw-1064________________________
Sire - MRC Supremacy260B (Wall Street 183Z) Dam - SFM BS 119B (JT New Design 24W)________________________
CE -1   BW 8.3   WW92.5    YW 139.2   Milk 22.6   MCE 8.5   MWW 68.9    STAY 11.2  API 93.51   TI 69.73



17
JHM Miss 72E

Consigned by: MacCrostie Livestock // Jeff MacCrostie // Town, ON // 519.708.0778

Making the long trip from Ontario is this strong bred female with the maternal giant Grand Fortune on the 
top side and an outcross pedigree on the bottom that stems back to Winchester.  72E is mothered by one 
of MacCrostie’s best cows who has a big foot and is very easy fleshing with lots of capacity. Her production 
is strong as all of her calves have been kept for replacements and 72E may be her strongest calf yet. A very 
strong set of EPD’s backs this attractive female that is so correct in her type. MacCrostie Livestock have 
often kept their best females and they have dug deep to offer this exciting bred. If you are seeking maternal 
strength in a long, smooth, attractive package than 72E will be up your alley.
AI bred to NCB Cobra 47Y :: Due on January 6, 2019

Dam - JHM Miss 305A

Maternal Sib to Dam - Miss 55C
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Polled/Scur  ::  PB 1209737  ::  JHM 72E ::  Jan 25/17  ::  bw-77 ::  ww-   ::  yw-________________________
Sire - TNGL Grand Fortune Z467 (Grandmaster) Dam - JHM Miss 305A (Farl Gunsmoke)________________________
CE 8.9   BW 2.8   WW71.3    YW 99.3   Milk 24.3   MCE 3.9   MWW 60    STAY 13.2  API 115.75   TI 68.06



page 33Consigned by: Poplar Meadows Angus // Tanya & Monty Belsham // Houston, BC // 250.845.8474

18
PM Northern Star 710’17

Making the 15 hour trip from beautiful Houston, BC is a very intriguing bred from the progressive breed-
ers of Poplar Meadows. Commissioner 811Z has been noted for siring highly marketable sons and females 
that drop beautiful udders and flat out produce. On the bottom side is an Upgrade female with a beautiful 
udder with length, smoothness and extension. Northern Star has extra presence and length through her 
front end while maintaining length of body, stoutness and adequate muscle shape. Her strong foot and 
sound structure is topped off with a strong udder placement that looks to be a beautiful udder in the future. 
Her mating to Cobra will compliment each others qualities and the calf inside her will provide a great ROI. 
AI bred to NCB Cobra 47Y :: Due on February 5, 2019

Dam - Miss Upgrade

Sire - Commissioner

Polled  ::  PB 1240955  ::  TDB 710E ::  March 16/17  ::  bw-86________________________
Sire - LFE Commissioner 811Z (Full Throttle) Dam - AS Miss Upgrade 03A (Upgrade U8676)________________________
CE 9.6   BW 2.5   WW59.3    YW 94   Milk 21.2   MCE 8   MWW 50.8    STAY 7.5  API 109.53   TI 64.76



19
WLB 47Y Corinne 392E

Consigned by: WLB Livestock // Bill & Nancy Biglieni // Douglas, MB // 204.763.4697 // 204.729.7925

Outstanding EPD’s in this bred heifer that ranks in the top 50% for 12 of the 13 traits. She is stacked throughout 
all the important traits and is in the op 3% for CE and MCE and top 4% for TI and API.  Genetically she offers 
the combination of breed leading sires, Cobra and Sheriff which will enhance calving ease in her genetic lineage. 
She is a smooth made individual that has a nice teat placement that looks to transition into a high quality udder 
as her dam has a perfect udder. Her exciting service to WLB Blaze On 365C 361E will offer a fresh pedigree in 
a highly marketable package. He was the WLB 2018 high selling bull to Ferme Gagnon in Quebec and is a black 
baldy calving ease sire with extra marketability in an outcross package. 
AI bred to WLB Blaze On 365C 361E :: Due on January 27, 2019

AI Service Sire - WLB Blaze On 365C 361E
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Polled  ::  PB 1201481  ::  WLB 392E ::  Feb 12/17  ::  bw-85 ::  ww-607   ::  yw-902________________________
Sire - NCB Cobra 47Y (LFE Viper 455U) Dam - IPU Black Elegante 18C (Kuntz Sheriff 8A)________________________
CE 14.9   BW 1.9   WW73.3    YW 108.7   Milk 27.4   MCE 13.8   MWW 64.1    STAY 13.2  API 129.55   TI 73.08



page 35Consigned by: Canadian Donors // Scott & Rebecca Bohrson // Olds, AB // 403.370.3030

20
CD Sadie 7029

Sadie 7029 represents the very best genetics in the breed and is backed by a powerhouse donor that never 
misses. Sadie 7029 dam, Blacksand Sadie 4Z was a high seller in the historic Blacksand Dispersal and is a beau-
tiful donor with a  perfect udder and strong foot under her - an ideal donor to build around. 4Z has sold other 
daughters in the highly respected Lewis Farms and progressive Wallgren Famrs herds with great production 
reports. Her sire, Stepping Stone is a breeding machine and the sons and daughter alike are highly marketable. 
His daughters are exemplifying strong udders and are stout made with extra shape and power yet still being 
feminine fronted. Sadie 7029 sports great calving ease EPD’s and is also in the top 5% of the breed for API and 
top 4% for TI. To view Sadie 7029 you will admire her for her complete, fault free look and has all the tools to 
be a front pasture cow and possible donor down the road. 
AI bred to NCB Cobra 47Y :: Due on January 31, 2019

Dam - Blacksand Sadie 4Z

Maternal Sib - RF/CD Sadie 575C

Homo Polled & Homo Black :: PB 1240370 :: BOHR 29E :: Feb 4/17 :: bw-88 ________________________
Sire - WS Stepping Stone B44 (Lock Down 206Z) Dam - Blacksand Sadie 4Z(All In W382)________________________
CE 9.1   BW 0.4   WW69.1    YW 101.4   Milk 19.6   MCE 3.7   MWW 54.1    STAY 11.9  API 126.79   TI 73.52



21
Miss R Plus 7004E

Consigned by: R Plus Simmentals // Marlin & Lucille LeBlanc // Estevan, SK // 306.421.2470

With great excitement, we introduce Miss R Plus 7004E. Here is a true donor cow in the making and a female 
that has world’s of potential ahead of her. When viewing 7004E you will be impressed with her stoutness, mus-
cle and dimension throughout with extra depth and softness to her rib shape while still being feminine fronted 
for as much shear power as she maintains. She is sound in her movement, strong footed and appears to have a 
high quality udder development taking place. Sired by the $50,000 Venom that has done such a great job in the 
industry who offers increased marketability through impressive sons and daughter and has EPD’s that rank in 
the top 50% for 11 of the 13 traits. On the bottom side is a Reload/Redge combination that is one of the most 
sought after and proven genetic combinations in the industry. 7004E has big time promise to create a positive 
impact on the Simmental industry. 
Natural bred to WLB Bull 52Z 434C :: Due on February 10, 2019

Grandsire - Reload

Sire - Venom
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Polled  ::  PB 1193458  ::  LRPS 7004E ::  Jan 16/17  ::  bw-80 ::  ww-735________________________
Sire - R Plus Venom 4006B (NCB Cobra 47Y) Dam - Miss R Plus 5025C (R Plus Reload 2006Z)________________________
CE 10.7   BW 1.1   WW65.5    YW 97.9   Milk 21.5   MCE 13.4   MWW 54.3    STAY 11.7  API 112.74   TI 65.23



page 37Consigned by: WLB Livestock // Bill & Nancy Biglieni // Douglas, MB // 204.763.4697 // 204.729.7925

22
WLB 47Y Corinne 301E

Square hipped, soggy middled, correct made, brood cow in the making here that puts it all together. A 
female that is admired by all that view her for her complete stature and one that will make an exceptional 
production female down the road. Superb EPDs put Corrine 301E in the top 5% for CE and MCE with 
an impressive API in the top 10%. Her strong genetic combination of Cobra and High Roller offer endless 
options for the many ways she can be bred in future matings. Corrine 301E’s service to “multiple trait sire” 
Erixon Game On 42Z will serve to further enhance the strong set of EPDs that will come with her first 
calf. Here is one that is certain to administer a strong ROI with all the boxes she checks off. 
AI bred to Erixon Game On 42Z :: Due on February 1, 2019

AI Service Sire - Erixon Game On 42Z

Polled  ::  PB 1201478  ::  WLB 301E ::  Jan 11/17  ::  bw-84 ::  ww-674   ::  yw-926________________________
Sire - NCB Cobra 47Y (LFE Viper 455U) Dam - SBSF Cookie 8C (HSF High Roller 12T)________________________
CE 13.3   BW 2.4   WW63.1    YW 92.5   Milk 28.4   MCE 12.9   MWW 60    STAY 12.9  API 125.58   TI 67.98



23
Eagle Ridge Emerald 19E

Consigned by: Eagle Ridge Simmentals // Dallas McLean // Olds, AB // 403.556.5780

After Eagle Ridge acquired embryos in the March Madness Sale they ended up with 4 
calves and Emerald rose to the top of the flush. Going back to the many time champion, 
Lara Croft and adding breed leaders such as Wallbanger and Top Gun to the pedigree 
only solidify her predicability of being an exceptional producer. She is fault free in her 
profile with nice dark red colour, good feet and udder development in a very docile 
temperament. Emerald has a real broody cow look to her with lots of volume and a nice 
balance of femininity and performance as indicated by her EPD’s as she is in the top 
10% for WW and top 2% for YW. She was shown as a calf in Olds Fall Classic and was 
also the Grand Champion Female in 4-H. Donor cow potential here!
AI bred to NCB Cobra 47Y :: Due on January 11, 2019

Dam - Harvie Lara Croft 7X

Sire - Harvie Wallbanger 111X
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Polled  ::  PB 1197416  ::  BDB 19E ::  Jan 11/17  ::  bw-100 ::  ww-785   ::  yw-________________________
Sire - Harvie JDF Wallbanger 111X (Enticer) Dam - Harvie Lara Croft 7X (Top Gun R244)________________________
CE 6.2   BW 4.8   WW80.2    YW 131.1   Milk 17.9   MCE 4.9   MWW 58    STAY 8.9  API 96.77   TI 66.28

Maternak Sib - Harvie Rust 88C



page 39Consigned by: Sunny Valley Simmentals // Amanda Reay // Hanley, SK // 306.281.2645

24
Sunny Valley Payton 77E

Stacking many of the breeds great ones into this pedigree has resulted in one front end female that is sure 
to evolve into a cornerstone female with huge ROI. With the likes of Cobra, Summit and Wallbanger 
plus exceptional donors like Jenna 88U and Charo 56K. In fact, the grandam is a full sister to the famous 
Captain Morgan that has been as influential as any sire in the breed. Payton 77E not only has an awesome 
pedigree but she is has been an eye catcher since birth with her dark red colour and fault free design. She is 
following her dams qualities with a beautiful udder placement and strong feet. It is hard to make cattle this 
good and even harder to let them go but Sunny Valley is always committed to bring a feature off the front 
end and this is one of their best to date. 
AI bred to Harvie Red Summit 54B :: Due on January 13, 2018

Polled  ::  PB 1209483  ::  ALLS 77E  ::  Jan 29/17  ::  bw-93  ::  ww-675   ::  yw-xxx________________________
Sire - NCB Cobra 47Y (LFE Viper 455U) Dam - Sunny Valley Ms 84C (MRL Summit 65Z)________________________
CE 10.9   BW 3.8   WW 70.0    YW 104.6   Milk 22.3   MCE 10.7   MWW 57.3    STAY 10.8   API 112.23   TI 66.62

Grand Dam - Sunny Valley Red Jenna 48Z

Great Grand Dam - Sunnyvalley Blk Jenna 88U



25
OJ Circus

Consigned by: OJ Farms // Owen Snider // Viking, AB // 780.385.5561

OJ and gramps are offering the top female born from their 2017 calf crop and she is a special feature. 
Circus has been a standout since a calf and has evolved into a beautiful bred that is long spined, smooth 
made, well balanced with the typically strong udder development and foot quality that Cobra always passes 
down. Her dam, True Colour was a past $15,000 high seller and raised a $15,000 daughter that is one of 
our top up and coming donor females. Circus has the phenotype, pedigree and balanced EPD’s as she is 
in the top 10% for CE, MCE & API. This cow family just doesn’t miss and Circus has the potential to be a 
cornerstone donor in the making. 

AI bred to LFE Style 363B  :: Due on January 9, 2018

Polled  ::  PB 1210106  ::  OJ 8E  ::  Jan 18/17  ::  bw-90 ________________________
Sire - NCB Cobra 47Y (LFE Viper 455U) Dam - OJ True Colur 4B (Little Man’s Eye Candy 103Z)________________________
CE 12.3   BW 2.7    WW 64.4    YW 92.2   Milk 26.7   MCE 12.4   MWW 58.9    Stay 13.6  API 123.19   TI 67.04   

Dam - OJ True Colour 4B

Mat. Sib - OJ Biscuit 1D
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Great Grand Dam - RF Famous 18W

26
RF Famous 818F

Consigned by: Rancier Farms // Garth & Angela Rancier // Killam, AB // 780.385.5313

One of the very best Cobra daughters ever offered and a special individual for this
exciting event. Famous 818F takes fault free to the next level as she is not only a
beautiful female to view but she is backed by one of the best cow 
families in the industry with unreal EPD’s. She is in the top 50% for 12 of the 13 
traits which is extremely hard to find, especially when combined with everything else 
she offers. Her pedigree is stacked as her beautiful Merchant 2 year old dam is maternal 
sister to RF Famous 409B whose first two calves totalled $103,500 
in production ($77,500 RF Capacity to Deeg/Canadian Sires and the $26,000 RF Abundance to Wallgren/Clif-
ford). Famous 818F’s grandam and great grandam are still in production at Rancier’s and great great grandam 
was in production until 14 years old. It is near impossible to find a better backed cow family and Famous 818F 
is among the very best. Whether it is a show female or future donor you seek, here is one to take a long look at. 

Dam - RF Famous 638D

Grand Dam - RF Famous 127Y
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Polled  ::  PB 1239609  ::  GNR 818F ::  Jan 3/18  ::  bw-78 ________________________
Sire - NCB Cobra 47Y (LFE Viper 455U) Dam - RF Famous 638D (RF Merchant 481B)________________________
CE 9   BW 2.4   WW68.9    YW 102.8   Milk 26.3   MCE 12   MWW 60.8    STAY 11.9  API 118.03   TI 69.51



page 43Consigned by: Rancier Farms // Garth & Angela Rancier // Killam, AB // 780.385.5313

27
RF First Class 871F

The first Structure daughter to sell and what a great example of what he can produce. First Class 871F is 
very sound and when she gets on the move she reaches out with ease and strides freely on a large foot. The 
presence she carries is unlike any other as she is so attractive through her front end with a beautiful head. 
If one wants to chase banners and have an outstanding production female in the end, here is one the heavily 
consider. She is backed by an awesome cow family as her grandam was purchased from Rust as a calf and 
has two daughters retained in herd and a son sold in the Herdmaster Bull Sale. The same potent breeding 
cow family is represented in the Lot 8 female from Rust that was a NWSS Champion Female. First Class 
871F is exciting to say the least but she will do nothing but advance into a big time female down the road 
for the successful purchaser. 

Homo Polled  ::  PB 1241176  ::  GNR 871F  ::  Jan 23/18  ::  bw-88________________________
Sire - NGDB Structure 34D (Cobra 47Y) Dam - RF First Class 502C (Absolute 51Y)________________________
CE 14.7   BW 1.3   WW 70.2    YW 108.4   Milk 21.9   MCE 12.7   MWW 57.0    STAY 12.0    API 128.82   TI 72.23 

Sire - Structure

Grand Dam - Rust Miss 3128A



28
Deeg Ms Calua 44F

Consigned by: Deeg Simmentals // Roger, Dave, Jordan Deeg & family // Strathmore, AB // 403.999.4191

From the top of the 2018 Deeg calves, here comes a feature in such an attractive, fault free package. This 
is one that deserves to be shown and would be competitive at any level plus evolve into an impressive cor-
nerstone cow to build a cow family around. Her dam is a typical Cobra daughter that is strong footed and 
awesome udder and puts it all into her calf while breeding back quickly with strong fertility.  Her first calf 
was the top selling Stepping Stone bull who sold to M&R Damen Farms Ltd in last years WD Bull Sale. The 
cow family is stacked with front pasture type females that all have perfect udders, blaze faces, great feet and 
solid production records. Her sire, Erixon Relentless was the high selling black bull in their sale a couple 
years back and has left an impressive set of calves in his first breeding season. Deeg’s know how special the 
Cobra cattle are because of their ability to produce and here is a prime example!

Sire - Relentless

Dam - Deeg Ms Calua 141C
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Polled  ::  PB 1241188  ::  RDD 44F ::  Jan 7/18  ::  bw-102________________________
Sire - Erixon Relentless 110D (Pretty Reckless 68B) Dam - Deeg Ms Calua 141C (Cobra 47Y)________________________
CE 7.2   BW 4.5   WW73.1    YW 101.5   Milk 20.8   MCE 9.7   MWW 57.3    STAY 15.9  API 114.62   TI 65.62



page 45Consigned by: Mader Ranches // The Mader Family // Carstairs, AB // 403.807.8140

29
Mader Envy 9F

Stacked pedigree combined with a beautiful phenotype that comes from the top of the
Mader program! Envy 9F possesses an extremely marketable, maternal and proven 
pedigree. The first daughter to sell from the $30,000 Cruz who is the calv- ing ease LFE 
Bounty son that was raised by the powerful LFE Violet 641A donor, one of the greatest 
daughters of NCB Cobra. Cruz and his dam were Champion Simmen- tal Female at 
FarmFair and made both top 5 in Supreme at FarmFair and top 10 in the CWA RBC 
Supreme. On the bottom side of this young females pedigree is a first calver, combining the $165,000 LFE Riddler with the 
$38,000 Wheatland Envy donor female. Envy 9F combines all this with her very feminine type, broad top and muscular pat-
tern with a beautiful teat placement and overall balance. This young donor prospect has all the credentials to be a great one!

Polled  ::  PB 1242208  ::  MDR 9F  ::  Jan 4/18  ::  bw-77________________________
Sire - Mader/CS/Rust Cruz 3D (Bounty) Dam - Mader Just Friends 22D (The Riddler)________________________
CE 10.2   BW 2.8   WW 76.8    YW 117.4   Milk 22.7   MCE 12.7   MWW 61.0    STAY 10.7   API xx   TI xx

Sire - Mader/CS/Rust Cruz 3D

Paternal Grand Dam - LFE BS Violet 641A

Maternal Grand Dam -  Wheatland Envy 281Z



30
JJJS Ms Black Cobra 39F

Consigned by: Janzen Ranches // Andrew & Matt Janzen // Rosemary, AB // 403.793.1146

Janzen Ranches is well respected for their high production cowherd that are hard working highly maternal. They 
have brought a very complete, sound made, smooth heifer that is docile and sports a strong pedigree with unreal 
curve-bending EPD’s. JJJS Ms Black Cobra 39F is from two of the most consistent herd sires ever to walk the 
pastures at Janzen Ranches and their sons annually top their strong bull sale. Her sire, Deeg Mr 4A leaves his 
stamp producing a pen of bulls that the cattlemen strive for. The Copper cow family have been the herd matrons 
for many years and you don’t get to being an “S” without earning their keep. JJJS Ms Black Cobra 39F has unreal 
EPD’s being in the top 50% of the breed for 11 of the 13 traits including top 3% for API and TI. She is one that 
is young in age and has worlds of potential ahead of her. 

Sire - Deeg Mr 4A
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Polled  ::  PB 1241191  ::  JJJS 39F ::  Feb 14/18  ::  bw-80________________________
Sire - Deeg Mr 4A (NCB Cobra 47Y) Dam - JJJS Copper 6S (BAR 15 Copper 21M)________________________
CE 11.1   BW 2.4   WW76.2    YW 113.5   Milk 23.2   MCE 10.6   MWW 61.3    STAY 16.3  API 133.14   TI 74.21



page 47Consigned by: Sun Star Simmentals // Merlin & Dean Arntzen // Sedgewick, AB // 780.384.2350

31
Sun Star Ruby 6F

Here is one destined for great things as she has the look, pedigree and EPD’s all wrapped into one exciting 
package. Sun Star Ruby 6F is one of the neatest made, stout, hairiest heifers raised to date by Sun Star. Her 
grandam, 40R is a top donor cow for Robb Farms raising many high sellers throughout their respected bull sale. 
Her dam, was purchased in the fall of 2016 and has been an excellent acquisition as she has a maternal sister that 
was retained and is a standout amongst the bred heifers. The combination of Cobra and the Ruby cow family has 
tons of potential in this young rip. Her EPD’s are really something to boast about as she is in the top 50% of the 
breed for 11 of the 13 traits including top 1% fro API, too 2% for TI and top 3% for MCE, CE and MRB. Sun 
Star Ruby 6F is the kind of heifer you could easily put a halter on and show or stay at home and be donor cow.

Homo Polled  ::  PB 1242612  ::  SSSF 6F  ::  Jan 7/18  ::  bw-83  ________________________
Sire - NCB Cobra 47Y (LFE Viper 455U) Dam - LRX Blk Ruby 52C (CCR Cowboy Cut 5048Z)________________________
CE 14.7   BW 1.8   WW 69.8    YW 99.1   Milk 30.2   MCE 13.8   MWW 65.1    STAY 14.4   API 142.86   TI 77.09

Dam - LRX Blk Ruby 52C



32
McIntosh Sierra Scream 20F

It is near impossible to lay eyes on Sierra Scream 20F and not follow her around and appreciate her for all her 
stoutness, muscle, shape, depth and yet still having extension through her front end. The very first Captain 
Scream daughter to sell and what a representation of this potent breeding pedigree. She was very special right 
from the start and stood out with her natural presence. Her dam, 10B is a top producing Cobra daughter for the 
McIntosh program with all her calves being heifers and all have been retained in their herd until now. 10B will 
be entering their donor program next spring and like all of the Cobra daughters, she is very correct in her udder 
structure and has an abundance of milk. Her sire, Captain Scream needs no introduction being one of the most 
awarded and appreciated bulls in show industry the past two years. We believe Sierra Scream could definitely be 
a powerful force in the show ring and will make a great momma cow to boot!

Dam - McIntosh Sierra 10B

Sire - BGS/BM Captain Scream 63D

Polled  ::  PB 1239507  ::  SBMC 20F ::  Jan 12/18  ::  bw-101 ________________________
Sire - BGS/BM Captain Scream 63D (Captain Morgan) Dam - McIntosh Sierra 10B (Cobra)________________________
CE 8.9   BW 3.5   WW72.7    YW 106.7   Milk 25.1   MCE 10.8   MWW 61.5    STAY 11.3  API 110.82   TI 68

Consigned by: McIntosh Livestock // Blair & Steph McIntosh // Maymont, SK // 306.441.7755page 48



page 49Consigned by: Deeg Simmentals // Roger, Dave, Jordan Deeg & family // Strathmore, AB // 403.999.4191

33
Deeg Ms Timberland 60F

Like all the Cobra females, they start out sweet and complete at a young age and continue to get better with 
every day that passes. This dark red heifer is going to evolve into a broody production female and rightfully 
so with the strong lineage that she carries. Her dam was selected out of Muirhead’s production sale as a 
moderate framed, thick made bred heifer and was one of the top selling females of the day. This is by far 
her best effort to date has always been easy keeping female that holds her shape well and continues to calve 
earlier every year. She has a strong udder attachment that is hard to fault and moves out freely on a great 
structure. If you have any doubts on how good the cow family is ... ask Muirhead, I am sure he will tell you! 
Very strong set of EPD’s as well in this female that will sure turn heads come sale day with her complete 
profile that is easy to compliment. 

Dam - Muirheads Timberland 17Z

Polled  ::  PB 1241190  ::  RDD 60F ::  Jan 10/2018  ::  bw-99 ________________________
Sire - NCB Cobra 47Y (Viper) Dam - Muirheads Timberland 17Z (Wheatland Bull 96X)________________________
CE 12.4   BW 1.9   WW63    YW 91.5   Milk 26.6   MCE 11.9   MWW 58.1    STAY 12.1  API 118.58   TI 65.95



34
SVS Fortune 802F

Consigned by: Sunny Valley Simmentals // Tyler, Erin & Dax Libke  // Hanley, SK // 306.544.7633

When Sunny Valley comes to town they will always bring their best! A direct 
Walks This Way who has done an exceptional job at SVS with sons averaging over 
$10,000 and the first daughter selling at FNL for $32,000 to KT Ranch. He is 
proving to be one of the most potent breeding Cobra sons to date and his 
daughters look to have ideal teat placement and are big bodied, attractive 
females and will make excellent cows. On the bottom side is a stout and thick 
powerhouse that was purchased out of FNL from Meadow Acres. She has been a strong producer and high-
lighted with an  Agribition Sale daughter that was bought by Deeg Simmentals. Her EPD spread is impres-
sive as she is in the top 40% of the breed for 10 of the 13 traits including top 2% for WW and top 3% 
for TI. SVS Fortune 802F is a true feature and one that checks off all the boxes to be a wise investment. 

Sire - Mader Walk This Way 224B

Maternal Sister - SVS Fortune 605D
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Homo Polled  ::  PB 1235787  ::  TLAS  802F ::  Jan 1/18  ::  bw-79________________________
Sire - Mader Walk This Way  224B (Cobra 47Y) Dam - MAF Fortune 17B (MAF R Horizon 7Y)________________________
CE 9.9   BW 4.2   WW85.7    YW 118.7   Milk 20.8   MCE 11.5   MWW 63.6    STAY 11.9  API 116.41   TI 74.42

Paternal Sister - SVS Blk Jenna 761E



page 51Consigned by: Redrich Farms // Tyler & Shania Dietrich // Forestburg, AB // 780.385.0030

35
Redrich Lady In Red 165F

Just a February born baby and definitely one that holds her own amongst the older heifers in the pen. She 
is very stout with extra muscle yet is still feminine made and attractive headed in a very complete package. 
This red baldy is easy to appreciate and feel that her early development will continue as she flourishes into 
a cornerstone cow as so many of the Cobra daughters do. Lady In Red 165F is backed by a great cow family 
as her grandam has been a never miss cow. The top side of her dam is the Mr. Westway and his daughters 
have been exceptional and when one combines that with famous Doll 9072W you just know that they will 
produce. Lady In Red 165F has a great temperament and is one that can compete in the show ring but more 
importantly will go out and be a great producing female. 

Dam - Redrich Lady In Red 163C

Polled  ::  PB 1238705  ::  RRD 165F ::  Feb 3/18  ::  bw-83 ________________________
Sire - NCB Cobra 47Y (Viper 455U) Dam - Redrich Lady In Red 163C (WFL Mr Westway 38A)________________________
CE 14.4   BW 0.8   WW64.4    YW 92.3   Milk 22.7   MCE 14.6   MWW 54.9    STAY 10.8  API 122.35   TI 68.54



36
SBMC/ARCH American Honey 291F

Consigned by: McIntosh Livestock 306.441.7755 // Arch Holdings 306.481.6659

Awesome docility in this very complete February born heifer that has a tonne of high-quality attributes. 
She is a very well balanced heifer that would make a great Junior project and could follow in her mothers 
huge show ring success. Her dam, Vanity Fair is a first calf heifer that has a picture perfect udder and has 
done a great job on this calf. She was also Senior Heifer Calf Champion at the Lloyd Stockade Roundup in 
2016 and her grandam, Muirheads Timberland 7A, was Grand Champion Simmental Female at the Lloyd 
Stockade Roundup in 2014 as a bred heifer and RBC Supreme Qualifier. SBMC/ARCH American Honey 
291F has an awesome blaze face and is destined to follow in her families winning ways and go on and be a 
strong producer. 

Dam - Archs Vanity Fair 213D

Grand Dam - Muirheads Timberland 7A
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Polled  ::  PB 1239148  ::  SBMC 291F ::  Feb 12/18  ::  bw-89 ________________________
Sire - NCB Cobra 47Y ( Viper 455U) Dam - Archs Vanity Fair 213D (CSCX Bandwagon 513A)________________________
CE 11.5   BW 2.1   WW68.1    YW 95.4   Milk 21.5   MCE 11.7   MWW 55.6    STAY 12.1  API 124.68   TI 70.75



page 53Consigned by: Ultra Livestock & Hay Valley Ranches // Carstairs, AB // 403.922.6748

37
Ultra/HV Miss Hot Iron 30F

Here is one of the ground pounder heifer calves that exhibit great performance at such a young age and is 
still feminine and smooth through her front end. Ultra and Hay Valley brought a strong female from the 
heart of their program and she is well constructed with extra length, stoutness, muscle, depth and overall 
balance throughout. This red baldy has a high performing donor dam behind her that has been flushed in 
years past and one that will breed shear performance into her calf crop. Her sire, Deeg Mr 76B is an awe-
some bull that is so complete and has done a great job siring highly marketable progeny at Outlaw Cattle 
Co. Ultra/HV Miss Hot Iron 30F is one that will be a producer down the road and bring in those heavy bull 
calves that are easy to market each spring and have made this breed so successful 

Homo Polled  ::  PB 1242508  ::  TC 30F  ::  Jan 13/18  ::  bw-81________________________
Sire - Deeg Mr 76B (Cobra 47Y) Dam - IPU Ms. Hot Iron 161Z (LFE Hot Iron 812W)________________________
CE 7.4   BW 5.4   WW 80.6    YW 115.5   Milk 23.1   MCE 10.0   MWW 63.3    STAY 8.8   API 102.64   TI 69.47

Dam - IPU Ms. Hot Iron 161Z



38
Outlaw Ms Cobra 861F

Consigned by: Outlaw Cattle Co // Brad, Beth & Oaklie Dundas // Hussar, AB // 403.325.0684

The youngest heifer in the offering and a very special one off Outlaw’s top red donor that is a big time pro-
ducer. Outlaw Ms Cobra 861F is a solid red, long bodied, deep and powerful heifer that will catch your eye 
and mature into an elite producing cow just like her dam. Her dam is long bodied, big hipped, stout, wide 
topped, feminine fronted and deep with a perfect udder. Her first 3 natural calves have averaged $8,800 
plus her 6 ET bulls this past spring average $7,200 and a daughter in FNL commanded $6,000 to Ultra 
Livestock. 861F’s sire, Deeg Mr Cobra did an amazing job for Outlaw leaving a great set of sons and the 
daughters breed true with added big time performance. She also has stacked EPD’s with 12 of the 13 traits 
being in the top 40% of the breed. Invest with confidence -  this one will produce a huge ROI!

Dam - Tess Miss Red 123Z

$10,000 maternal brother
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Polled  ::  PB 1241635  ::  BMD 861F ::  Feb 22/18  ::  bw-88________________________
Sire - Deeg Mr 76B (NCB Cobra 47Y) Dam - Tess Ms Red 123Z (Tess Black Rampage 71W)________________________
CE 10.8   BW 2.8   WW76.5    YW 114.1   Milk 27.8   MCE 10.9   MWW 66    STAY 10.9  API 114.39   TI 71.27



39A-E
Mader Lieutenant 50E

The outcross red pedigree that the breed continues to search for! Mader Lieutenant was the $33,000 high seller in the 
Mader Bull Sale, being sired by the proven Walk This Way, who resides at Sunny Valley Simmentals. He is out of two 
black parents, combining great genetics such as Cobra, Iron Sugar, Combustible and Whammy. He combines the calv-
ing ease and vigour that Cobra and Combustible have offered the breed, yet has the performance to offer as well, with 
an 886 lb WW, 1488 YW, and ranks in the top 10% of the breed for both WW and YW. His first calving dam has a real 
nice, square, tidy udder to her, with ideal teat size. Lieutenant offers a dark red pigment, carries a lot of lower stifle 
muscle and twist, is wide in his chest floor, stout over the top and travels with ease on a very functional skeletal struc-
ture. Between Oakview and Maders, he serviced around 50 heifers this past spring, running with around 30 himself.
Lot 39A - 10 doses of Mader Lieutenant 50E  Lot 39D - 10 doses of Mader Lieutenant 50E
Lot 39B - 10 doses of Mader Lieutenant 50E  Lot 39E - 10 doses of Mader Lieutenant 50E
Lot 39C - 10 doses of Mader Lieutenant 50E

Homo Polled  ::  PB 1216413  ::  MDR 50E  ::  Jan 13/17  ::  bw-84  ::  ww-800   ::  yw-1330________________________
Sire - Mader Walk This Way 224B (NCB Cobra 47Y) Dam - Mader Shiver 120C (Combustible)________________________
CE 8.0   BW 3.9   WW 81.9    YW 120.5   Milk 22.3   MCE 8.3   MWW 63.3    STAY 10.7   API 109.71   TI 71.61

page 55Consigned by: Oakview Simmentals 204.823.1434  //  Mader Ranches 403.807.8140



40A
Ultra Miss Lace 37D

Consigned by: Wilson Stock Farms - Quinn Wilson // Canadian Donors

The high performing red baldy donor that we have all been looking for! She was a 
$33,000 FNL high seller that has evolved into an ideal donor as she is raising an awe-
some WHF Limitless B011 baldy heifer calf at side. She stands on a large foot and is 
as long bodied as you can make them and very deep bodied with extension through 
that front end with a tidy, beautiful udder. Her dam, Linne 33R is a potent breeding 
donor that is no longer with us and left her mark on the industry producing countless 
numbers of influential progeny, most notably Olympian. Can you imagine the endless 
possibilities this mating will create with some baldy Structure x Lace calves?
Lot 40A - 3 or 5 embryos by NGDB Structure 34D x Ultra Miss Lace 37D
	 (embryos	stored	at	DRI	-	exportable	to	USA	&	AUS)

Homo Polled  ::  PB 1182938  ::  TC 37D  ::  Jan 29/16  ::  bw-91  ::  ww-810 ________________________
Sire - SVS Captain Morgan 11Z (Wallbanger) Dam - Springcreek Linne 33R (Line Drive M181)________________________
CE 5.7   BW 4.1   WW 74.3    YW 114.6   Milk 26.9   MCE 10.5   MWW 64.1    STAY 8.8   API 94.14   TI 64.21

Full Sister - Rose 23D

Linne 33R - Dam
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Mat. brother to donor - Olympian



page 57Consigned by: Black Gold Simmentals 306.825.9465 //  Canadian Donors 403.370.3010

40B
RF Certainly Flirtin 532C

RF Certainly Flirtin 532C would be considered one of the most productive and attrac-
tive red donors in the entire Simmental business. She was acquired as the $45,000 FNL 
high seller and has already produced $102,000 in sons with her first crack and she is just 
getting rolling as greater things are still to come. Her dam, 202Z is arguably the most 
dominant cow in the entire breed as she has produced in excess of $500,000 in sales and 
continues to produce the most sought after progeny. RF Certainly Flirtin 532C is beauti-
ful in her design and is near impossible to fault as she puts it all together as a picture per-
fect donor to build around. Endless opportunities when mated with the great Structure!
Lot 40B - 3 or 5 embryos by NGDB Structure 34D x RF Certainly Flirtin 532C
	 (flush	to	be	done	mid-August	-	exportable	to	USA	&	AUS)

Homo Polled  ::  PB 1148874  ::  BOHR 34C  ::  Jan 21/15  ::  bw-104  ::  ww-828  ________________________
Sire - SVS Captain Morgan 11Z (Wallbanger) Dam - RF Certainly Flirtin 202Z (Stout 930W)________________________
CE 7.8   BW 2.6   WW 60.8    YW 94.2   Milk 28.4   MCE 10.4   MWW 58.8    STAY 9.4   API 94.64   TI 58.30

$40,000 son to Ultra/Hay Valley

$26,000 son to Anchor D

$18,000 son to Wallgren Farms



Consigned by: Mader Ranches // Rust Mountain View Ranch // Canadian Donorspage 58

40C&D
LFE Violet 641A

Violet is the most popular Cobra daughter in existence and rightfully so with her gorgeous 
phenotype, stacked pedigree and strong EPD’s. Cobra is considered an udder improver while 
adding foot quality and size with extra style and presence which Violet displays. She is a past 
FarmFair Grand Champion Female and Top 5 in Supreme plus Top 10 in the CWA RBC Su-
preme. Her production record is impressive as she raised the $30,000 Cruz son and has an 
impressive Heavy Hitter son at the side of her this summer. The mating to Boone Pickens is fresh 
genetics to the Simmental database as he was a $33,500 (1/2 interest US) who has hit a home 
run with his first calf crop as they will be gaining popularity for years to come. Classified is the 
$70,000 high seller at HPF whose first progeny are outstanding and semen is limited in Canada.

Homo Polled & Homo Black  ::  PB 1155624  ::  LFE 641A  ::  Dec 30/13  ::  bw-80  ::  ww-660   ________________________
Sire - NCB Cobra 47Y (LFE Viper 455U) Dam - LFE BS  Violet 128Z (Drake Poker Face 2X)________________________
CE 13.3   BW 2.8   WW 77.6    YW 116.5   Milk 30.2   MCE 14.4   MWW 69.0    STAY 10.8   API 125.0   TI 75.56

$30,000 son - Cruz 3D

Sire to embryos- Boone Pickens

Sire to embryos- Classified

Lot 40C - 3 or 5 embryos by TJSC GCC Boone Pickens 46C x LFE Violet 641A (exportable	to	USA	&	AUS)
Lot	40D	-	5	embryos	by	TKCC	Classified	x	LFE	Violet	641A	(exportable	to	USA	&	AUS)



40E
SS Empriss 302Y

When Canadian Donors invested in one of the most popular SimAngus donors at HPF during 
their 2016 sale, they couldn’t be more excited about SS Empriss 302Y after viewing her prog-
eny in the 2017 HPF Dispersal. Since the dispersal, they have had numerous inquiries to sell 
this outstanding donor as her sons and daughters were in high demand. When flushing cows 
through the summer, Empriss 302Y is always the one who widened the alley and barely fit 
through the chute as she has unreal dimension and mass while still being very feminine in her 
type with a beautiful udder attachment and strong foot. The mating to Structure should be a 
no brainer as they are more than right for the times and into the future!
Lot 40E - 5 embryos by NGDB Structure 34D x SS Empriss 302Y
	 (embryos	stored	at	DRI	-	exportable	to	USA	&	AUS)

Homo Polled  ::  1/2 SimAngus 1212046  ::  BOHR 302Y  ::  Feb 7/11  ::  bw-81________________________
Sire - LMF Movin Forward (Invasion R47K) Dam - Triple C Empriss L019F (Right Time)________________________
CE 6.8   BW 1.3   WW 62.9    YW 102.3   Milk 20.6   MCE 5.2   MWW 52.0    STAY 13.6   API 114.57   TI 63.51

SS Empriss 302Y - side profile

302Y Son - HPF Protest

page 59Consigned by: Canadian Donors // Scott & Rebecca Bohrson // Olds, AB // 403.370.3010

302Y Daughter - E027



40F
HPF Cream Soda 248D

Consigned by: Deeg Simmentals 403.999.4191  //  Canadian Donors 403.370.3010

HPF Cream Soda 248D puts it all together with a total outcross pedigree in Canada 
that is backed by one of the best cow families in existence. She was a class winner for 
Hudson Pines Farm at the NAILE in Louisville and has evolved into a beautiful two 
year old cow who is raising a sharp heifer calf at side. 248D’s sire, Two Step is out of 
the famed Lydia donor and he has evolved one of the most popular bulls in the USA 
with very limited to no semen available. 248D’s dam, is the famed Cream Soda R56 
and one of the most dominant producing donors in the breed. 248D is young, fresh and 
exciting who should cross ideally with the famous Cobra. 
Lot 40F - 3 or 5 embryos by NCB Cobra 47Y x HPF Cream Soda 248D
	 (embryos	stored	at	DRI	-	exportable	to	USA	&	AUS)

Polled  ::  PB 1205442  ::  BOHR 248D  ::  Jan 17/16  ::  bw-80 ________________________
Sire - RGRS SRG Two Step 20Z ET (Step Up X27) Dam - IC Cream Soda R56 (Dream On)________________________
CE 8.3   BW 2.8   WW 59.5    YW 82.1   Milk 20.7   MCE 6.5   MWW 50.3    STAY 12.2   API 118.76   TI 65.24

Dam - Cream Soda R56

Mat. Sib to donor - Cream Soda
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Sire of embryos - Cobra



page 61Consigned by: Canadian Donors // Scott & Rebecca Bohrson // Olds, AB // 403.370.3010

40G
CRN Mollydooker 34C

Lot 40G - 3 or 5 embryos by NGDB Structure 34D or NCB Cobra 47Y x CRN Mollydooker 34C
	 (flush	to	be	done	mid-August	-	exportable	to	USA	&	AUS)

Polled  ::  3/4 SimAngus 1212047  ::  BOHR 34C  ::  Mar 8/15  ::  bw-69  ::  ww-684 ________________________
Sire - WS A Step Up X27 (Grandmaster) Dam - CRN Steels Lass 9013W (SVF Steel Force S701)________________________
CE 9.6   BW 0.1   WW 55.4    YW 81.9   Milk 10.6   MCE 5.3   MWW 38.2    STAY 5.1   API 105.15   TI 62.89

Mollydooker pictured as a calf

Option of sire to embryos - Cobra

Option of sire to embryos - Structure

When one analyzes the Canadian Donors line-up and attempts to choose the most phe-
notypically impressive female in it, Mollydooker 34C would create as much conversation 
as any and could even wind up on top. This is a flat out beautiful female no matter what 
breed or type of cattle you seek as she is perfect udder with so much presence and style 
throughout and stands on a strong foot. Her calving ease, maternally stacked pedigree 
allows her to rank in the top 10% of the breed for BW with impressive REA and MRB 
numbers in the  top 10% and 3%. She has been flushed successfully this spring and will 
be set up again in August to mated to the buyers choice of either Structure or Cobra.



Consigned by: Rancier Farms  //  Sunny Valley Simmentals  //  Canadian Donors

40H
IPU Jewel 135D

IPU Jewel 135D comes from the top of the highly respected Barry LaBatte program where 
she was a $43,000 high seller last fall. She has since calved out and raising a powerful son 
at side and exhibits impressive maternal ability in an easy keeping, beautifully constructed 
phenotype. A favourite from everyone that views her, she is admired for her natural depth, 
square hip and femininity throughout. She does come with awesome EPD’s that rank her in 
the top 35% in 12 of the 13 traits which includes her being in the top 1% for MRB, API & 
TI. She traces back to the Jewel 29N donor that has been so influential for Robb Farms. As 
well rounded of a donor as you can make one, Jewel 135D is destined to do great things.
Lot 40H - 3 or 5 embryos by NGDB Structure 34D x IPU Cowboy Cut 135D 
	 (flush	to	be	done	mid-August	-	exportable	to	USA	&	AUS)

Homo Polled  ::  PB 1190478  ::  IPU 135D  ::  Feb 4/16  ::  bw-82  ::  ww-760  ________________________
Sire - CCR Cowboy Cut 5048Z (Singletary S3H) Dam - IPU Ms. Tula 19B (Drake Poker Face 2X)________________________
CE 11.8   BW 1.9   WW 78.6    YW 112.4   Milk 30.7   MCE 12.1   MWW 70.0    STAY 11.8   API 142.29   TI 84.08

Sire to embryos - Structure

Structure’s EPD graph
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Jewel’s EPD graph



page 63Consigned by: Outlaw Cattle Co 403.325.0684  //  Barlee Simmentals  613.203.3217

40I
JF Latisha 236Z

A big time genetic opportunity here with embryos Latisha 236Z, which is the first time to offer 
her embryos. She is a very attractive black blaze face cow that’s deep, long, powerful, great 
fronted and strong udder. Her sire, JF Milestone is a popular black blaze bull from the USA that 
has sired some great marketable, functional cattle. JF Latisha 236Z’s production record is im-
pressive with her calves averaging $9,200 to date. Her first calf sold at FNL 2014 for $13,500 
to Townsend family and went on to being the 2016 CWA Simmental Grand Champion Female 
plus the Summer Synergy Purebred Supreme Champion Female. The mating with Cobra will 
be big time with his style and completeness mixed with Latisha’s performance and muscle 
shape; plus them both having a great track record makes it’s a win-win!
Lot 40I - 3 embryos by NCB Cobra 47Y x JF Latisha 236Z
	 (embryos	stored	at	BVG	-	exportable	to	USA	&	AUS)

Polled  ::  PB 784367  ::  BMD 236Z  ::  Feb 1/12  ::  bw-85  ::  ww-736   ________________________
Sire - JF Milestone 999W (Top Gun R244) Dam - JF Latisha 5153R (CNS Dream On L186)________________________
CE 7.1   BW 3.7   WW 77.0    YW 109.1   Milk 23.9   MCE 8.3   MWW 62.4    STAY 5.8   API 103.38   TI 71.79

Dam - JF Latisha 5153R

Mat. Sib - JF Signature 3268A

Daughter - Primadonna



Consigned by: KCH Cattle Co // Kerri & Ken Hinsburg // Oliver, BC // 250.485.0064

40J
Mader All Day All Night 6D

Mader All Day All Night 6D was the lead off and a high seller in the FNL 2016 for $35,000 
to KCH.  Prior to the sale ring, this young female won “The Legends of The Fall Champion” 
at Farmfair and the Sr Heifer Calf Champion at CWA. This young donor has always had a 
perfect udder attachment, real soft look, feminine through her front and powerful through 
her hip. Raised on a first calf heifer who stems back to two very influential donors, Mader 
Blackgold 110S and CG Opal 652S which clarifies why this female turned out as good as 
she did.  The mating to Cobra should only add to this already proven pedigree and create 
the type of offspring that todays industry demands. Calves will be homo polled by parentage
Lot 40J - 3 or 5 embryos by NCB Cobra 47Y x Mader All Day All Night 6D
	 (embryos	stored	at	DRI	-	exportable	to	USA	&	AUS)

2016 “Legends of the Fall” Champion

2016 CWA Sr Heifer Calf Champion

Homo Polled  ::  PB 1170113  ::  MDR 6D ::  Jan 4/16  ::  bw-80 ::  ww-880   ________________________
Sire - LFE The Riddler 323B (Gotham 819Y) Dam - Mader Blackgold 8B (Mader Dictator 27Z)________________________
CE 4.3   BW 4.8   WW91.9    YW 136.8   Milk 21.5   MCE 6.7   MWW 67.5    STAY 8.7  API 104.09   TI 76.14

MDR 6D as a calf 
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40K
Mader P Iron Sugar 7X

Consigned by: Mader Ranches // The Mader Family // Carstairs, AB // 403.807.8140

Iron Sugar 7X needs no introduction as she is responsible for numerous high selling and prolific 
sons and daughters in the industry. She was once crowned a champion in the show ring but her 
most sought after attribute has been her ability to produce. One of her top accomplishments 
would be producing Walk This Way, whose first daughter demanded $32,000 at FNL, and his first 
son Lieutenant 50E, demanding $33,000 this spring. Iron Sugar consistently passes on her sound 
udder structure, big foot, athleticism and soft design to her progeny. The embryos available are 
full siblings to both Mader Walk This Way, who now resides at Sunny Valley and one of new and 
exciting donor females at Maders, Sugar Crush 213B. The Cobra/Iron Sugar cross offers calving 
ease, hair, dimension, and a strong structure. Calves will be Homo Polled by Parentage
Lot 40K - 5 embryos by NCB Cobra 47Y x Mader P Iron Sugar 7X
	 (embryos	stored	at	DRI	-	exportable	to	USA	&	AUS)

Homo Polled  ::  PB 731065  ::  MDR 7X  ::  Jan 8/10  ::  bw-82  ::  ww-610  ________________________
Sire - Mader P Black Ironman 22U (On Target 2S) Dam - LFE Famous 632T (Blackedge)________________________
CE -1.1   BW 4.8   WW 77.9    YW 114.7   Milk 29.2   MCE 6.7   MWW 68.1    STAY 7.2   API 83.35   TI 64.95

Full sib to embryos - Walk This Way 

Daughter - Mader Sugar Addiction 38C
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Iron Sugar - CWA Reserve Champion



40L
Barlee Lexi Lou 1C

Consigned by: Barlee Simmentals // Jerry Barber // Shawville, QC // 613.203.3217

Lot 40L - 3 embryos by NCB Cobra 47Y x Barlee Lexi Lou
	 (embryos	stored	at	Embryobec	Inc	in	Valleyfield,	Quebec	-		exportable	to	USA	&	Europe)

Full sib to embryos - Honey Bear

2017 Canadian Simmental  Show Female
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Polled  ::  PB 1145120  ::  EJBS 1C ::  Jan 12/15  ::  bw-85 ________________________
Sire - SVS Captain Morgan 11Z (Wallbanger) Dam - Sun Rise Black 45R (Line Drive M181)________________________
CE 6.7   BW 3.9   WW79.5    YW 119.6   Milk 25.9   MCE 12.2   MWW 65.6    STAY 7.3  API 98.64   TI 69.41

Sire of embryos - Cobra

What an awesome way to wrap up this deep offering of genetics in the Cobra Event catalogue 
with genetics out of the 2017 Canadian Simmental Show Female of the Year! Last year, Lexi 
Lou 1C with her Cobra calf at side, Honey Bear were a dominant show pair representing our 
great breed throughout Canada winning many championships along the way. She is a royally 
bred female that is out of the great Captain Morgan and the highly productive Sun Rise Black 
45R donor cow that has been a mainstay for the Evan Cuss program. Her first calf, Honey 
Bear 1E was a high seller to Wilson Stock Farms in the 50 for 50 Sale at at Agribition.The 
embryos on offer will be full sibs to that awesome female and will have unlimited potential.                                           



Thank You to Our Sponsors
Alta Genetics Ltd.

Bova Tech Ltd.
Bow Valley Genetics

Cam Clark Ford
Davis Rairdan International

DV Auctions
Masterfeeds

MNP
Prairie Advertising Distributors
Promold Marketing Inc.
Top Stock Magazine
TyKem Electric
Western Litho Printers

With the support of the above sposnors we are able to make this a very 
unique experience offering the greatest of hospitality. We have worked with 
all of these businesses first hand and they offer some of the best services and 
products in their industry. They have supported the Cobra Event knowing 
the importance of reaching out to all cattlemen, breeders, and ag-enthusiasts 
alike. Please take the time to speak and thank these sponsors to let them know 

how much their support really means to you. 
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Emily Gibson 519.440.9907 
stockyardswesternapparel@gmail.com

The fastest growing promotional tool available to livestock producers!
Founded in 1999, DVAuction is the oldest and most respected 
real-time internet livestock marketing service. Our free viewing 
capabilities, quick and easy bidder approval, and online video catalogs 
increase exposure to bidders around the world. Leading producers 
rely on DVAuction to mitigate weather risks, minimize travel for their 
customers, and increase their profits.

Sarah Buchanan 306.681.5340 
sarah@goldenthread.ca

DVAUCTION.COM

CONTACT US 
FOR A QUOTE!

TRUST YOUR LIVE SALE BROADCAST TO THE 
PROFESSIONALS WITH OVER 275,000

REGISTERED BIDDERS

OVER 1,255
LIVE CATTLE AUCTION SALES BROADCAST IN 2017
GET THE BEST AUCTION BROADCAST PLATFORM IN 
NORTH AMERICA WORKING FOR YOU!
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Hwy 2A Crossfield, AB   www.promoldmarketing.com

       Proud to be part of  Cobra 2018
    Promold - proudly  manufacturing
    Agricultural Products for 32 years.     
      

1-888-PROMOLD (1-888-776-6653)  

Cattle Oilers
& Much more...





Sales  Management 
Bohrson Marketing Services
Scott  Bohrson    403 370 3010
Darry l  Snider     780 385 5561
Taylor  Richards     306 821 4169
Matt  Criddle    306 539 6934
Geoff  Anderson    306 731 7921
Rob Voice    306 361 6775
Mart in Bohrson    306 220 7901

Sales  Staff
Col.  Ryan Dorran   403 507 6483
Rod McLeod,  Ringman  403 540 7986
Craig Flewelling, Ringman  403 556 0515
Mark Stock,  Ringman  403 357 8104
Buddy Rober tson,  Consul tant  580 747 7000
Doug Parke ,  DP Sales   859 421 6100
Drew Hatmaker,  DP Sales   423 506 8844
Cass ie  Dorran,  Insurance   403 507 5953

Accomodations
Pomeroy Inn & Suites    403 556 8815
4601 46 Ave,  Olds ,  AB T4H 1P5
   *a sk  for  the  Alber ta  Simmenta l  b lock  o f  rooms

Terms & Condit ions
Cattle wil l  se l l  under the standard terms & 
condit ions put forward from the CAA and BMS. 
These are avai lable upon request .

Catalog design by Bohrson Marketing
The information printed has been supplied by the 
seller and believe to be accurate. Updated sheets and 
announcements from the block will take precedence over 
any incorrect printed material.

Online Viewing & Bidding
For ass i s tance ,  contact  Sarah at  306 681 5340 

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
5pm  -  Viewing of  sa le  cat t le
        -  Meal  & Socia l
7pm  -  The Cobra Event
8pm  -  Enter ta inment  to  fo l low 
from one of  Alber ta’s  most  popular 
bands ,  the  Two Bit  Bandit s

FAMILY EVENT 
Kid f r i endly 
ac t iv i t i e s  & 
bouncy 
house
too



MAP

From Red Deer :: HWY 2 South - East on HWY 27 - South on Range Road 283 until you hit a stop sign - Back west 1/2 mile & the 1st place on north side
From Calgary :: HWY 2 North - East on HWY 582 - North on Range Road 283 until you hit a stop sign - Back west 1/2 mile & the 1st place on north side
From Three Hills :: Take HWY 583 straight west - 583 turns into TWP RD 320 and you will come to Bohrson’s at 28336 TWP RD 320

DIRECTIONS




